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Abstract
Copper proteins play key roles in biological processes such as electron transfer and dioxygen
activation; the active site of each of these proteins is classified as either type 1, 2, or 3, depending
on its optical and electron paramagnetic resonance properties. We have built a new type of site
that we call “type zero copper” by incorporating leucine, isoleucine, or phenylalanine in place of
methionine at position 121 in C112D Pseudomonas aeruginosa azurin. X-ray crystallographic
analysis shows that these sites adopt distorted tetrahedral geometries, with an unusually short Cu-
O(G45 carbonyl) bond (2.35–2.55 Å). Relatively weak absorption near 800 nm and narrow
parallel hyperfine splittings in EPR spectra are the spectroscopic signatures of type zero copper.
Copper K-edge x-ray absorption spectra suggest elevated Cu(II) 4p character in the d-electron
ground state. Cyclic voltammetric experiments demonstrate that the electron transfer reactivities
of type zero azurins are enhanced relative to that of the corresponding type 2 (C112D) protein.
Introduction
One of the hallmarks of bioinorganic chemistry is the adaptation by proteins of relatively
few transition metals to a host of functions spanning the range from structural to reactive1.
Copper proves especially adept at meeting these biochemical demands and typically requires
only ligands provided by the host protein. In a wide range of coordination environments,
copper acts as an electron transfer agent, activates dioxygen, and scavenges reactive oxygen
species to cite only a few of its biological roles2–4.
Copper sites in proteins have been classified according to their spectroscopic and functional
properties5. A type 1 or blue copper site is so-named for an intense absorption band near
600 nm (ε ~ 5000 M−1cm−1 ) attributable to cysteine S π to Cu(II) dx2−y2 charge transfer.
The highly covalent interaction between this thiolate ligand and Cu(II) also gives rise to
drastically reduced parallel hyperfine splitting (A‖) in the EPR spectrum of a type 1 protein6.
Blue copper sites behave as highly efficient electron transfer agents, and their reduction
potentials span a wide range (200 to 1000 mV vs NHE). By contrast, type 2 sites do not
exhibit intense bands in their visible absorption spectra, display A‖ values resembling
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aqueous Cu(II) ions, and often have low reduction potentials. They do, however, combine
with antiferromagnetically coupled (type 3) dicopper sites to form catalytically active
trinuclear clusters capable of dioxygen activation4,7. CuA represents a case of delocalized
binuclear copper related to type 1 but involving two cysteine ligands; it functions as another
copper-based electron transfer site in several proteins8.
We have been testing the proposition that sulfur ligation is essential for the widespread
electron transfer functions of type 1 proteins, as successful replacement of soft sulfur donors
with hard ligands could greatly enhance protein lifetimes in catalytic processes involving
dioxygen or other powerful oxidants. In preliminary work on the Mizoguchi Pseudomonas
aeruginosa C112D azurin scaffold9,10, we found that the additional mutation M121L
generates a protein with a high Cu(II/I) reduction potential as well as type 1 EPR
parameters11. We also constructed C112D/M121F and C112D/M121I mutants that exhibit
similar EPR behavior, though as in C112D/M121L, the intense charge transfer absorption is
absent, owing to coordination that heretofore has not appeared in the catalog of copper sites.
We call these unique constructs “type zero” copper proteins.
Results
Structures
Crystals of C112D/M121X (X=L,F,I) azurins diffracted to high resolution (reflections
visible to 1.6 Å) despite the limitations of laboratory X-ray sources. We took advantage of
this unexpected windfall by collecting higher-resolution data for C112D to facilitate more
meaningful comparisons among the series of mutants. In all cases, only one crystal proved
necessary to collect > 95% complete datasets to high resolution. Structures were solved
readily by molecular replacement, and coordinates were refined with the resolution limit set
by evaluation of Wilson plots and scaling/merging statistics (Table S1). Coordinate error
may be obtained from the estimated standard uncertainty (e.s.u.) in atomic positions as
calculated by REFMAC5 from Rwork and Rfree 12. As the e.s.u.’s represent an average
uncertainty for each structure, Cu(II) to ligand bond distances are expected to exhibit
increased precision owing to lower thermal disorder (B-factors) relative to the entire atomic
ensemble13. Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in the PDB. Cu
oxidation state was verified by comparing inner-sphere bond distances from Cu K-edge
EXAFS to the crystallographic coordinates (Table S2, Fig. S1).
In all cases the proteins packed as monomers around a copper coordination complex
consisting of the N-terminal alanine of one azurin molecule and H83 of a second, with the
remaining coordination sites occupied by one molecule of Tris buffer and solvent. The
protein tertiary structure remains unchanged among the four proteins, displaying the
characteristic β-sandwich motif exhibited by members of the cupredoxin family14.
The double mutants display striking differences within both their inner and outer copper
coordination spheres as compared to the C112D protein. In the inner-sphere case, the
remarkable perturbations manifest themselves in the orientation and position of the oxygen-
donor ligands. G45, heretofore regarded as weakly interacting due to its remoteness to
Cu(II) (2.6 to 3.1 Å), now appears to function as a bona fide ligand to the metal, with
distances ranging from 2.55 Å in C112D/M121I to a record 2.35 Å in C112D/M121L (Fig.
1). In this extreme case, the Cu(II) is distorted significantly out of the NNO (H46-H117-
D112) trigonal plane. The absence of M121 thioether ligation likely promotes metal ion
bonding to the G45 oxygen lone pair.
The orientation of the D112 carboxylate and by extension the distance of the second oxygen
from copper precludes assignment of this residue as a true bidentate ligand in any of the four
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proteins (Fig. S3). We attribute this long-standing error to ambiguity stemming from the
modest (2.4 Å) resolution of the earlier C112D structure15. Interestingly, major
reorganization of the outer-sphere coordination structure accompanies positioning of the
monodentate carboxylate (Fig. 2). In C112D/M121L, the nonligating carboxyl oxygen forms
hydrogen bonds with the backbone amides of N47 and F114 in a near-perfect 120°
arrangement. In contrast, this oxygen in C112D, C112D/M121I, and C112D/M121F makes
a hydrogen bond only with F114. The two hydrogen bonds to D112 in C112D/M121L
provide further impetus for Cu(II) to seek stabilization by bonding to the G45 carbonyl. This
release of Cu(II) from interaction with position 121 and movement toward 45 allows D112
the freedom to rearrange and reconstitute the sterically contrained (“rack” or “entatic”) state
responsible in part for the spectroscopic and reactivity properties of naturally occurring type
1 proteins16. Furthermore, it appears that this rearrangement of hydrogen bonds is
modulated by the hydrophobic packing of residue 121 (Fig. S2). Specifically, I121 and F121
sterically clash with F15, causing a reorientation of this residue. In the extreme case of
C112D/M121F, this clash forces F15 to adopt multiple conformations. By contrast, F15
remains unperturbed by L121. This interaction likely causes the structural rearrangement
leading to reorientation of the N47-D112-F114 hydrogen bonding network.
Electronic Absorption Spectra
Each of the C112D and C112D/M121X (X= L,F,I) azurins displays a ligand-field (LF)
absorption band near 800 nm, as well as a shoulder at ~310 nm corresponding to imidazole
to Cu(II) charge transfer (LMCT) (Fig. S4, Table 1). The intensities of the LF features are
very similar in the four proteins, though bandshapes and positions differ somewhat.
Comparison of the hydrogen bond network between D112 and the backbone amide protons
of N47 and F114 suggests that the withdrawal of electron density from the D112 carboxylate
by these hydrogen bonds accounts for the lower LF splitting in the C112D/M121L protein.
LMCT intensties vary across the series, suggestive of differential Cu-N orbital overlap
owing to varying degrees of tetrahedral distortion among the proteins.
X-ray Absorption Spectra
Two features are present in the Cu(II) XANES of C112D/M121X (X=L,F,I) azurins (Figure
3, S5). The first is a weak absorption at ~8979 eV that is assigned as a 1s to 3d transition.
Formally forbidden in octahedral geometry, this feature, which gains intensity upon
geometric distortion, has been used as a metric of 4p mixing into 3d ground states6. The
intensity of this transition increases on going from C112D/M121I to C112D/M121F to
C112D/M121L, which appears to correlate with the Cu(II) to G45 carbonyl oxygen bond
distance. The data suggest that Cu(II)-O(G45) bonding promotes Cu(II) 4p mixing into the
3d ground state.
The second feature is a shoulder near 8987 eV, which has been previously assigned as a
“shakedown” transition due to an orbital contraction upon promotion of core electrons to
valence shells17. The energy and intensity of this transition have been used as metrics of site
covalency. Although the poorly resolved nature of this feature precludes quantitative
analysis of any differences in band positions, the decreased intensities could indicate that
there is a slight increase in site covalency for the C112D/M121X (X=L,F,I) proteins.
EPR Spectra
EPR spectra for C112D and C112D/M121X (X=L,F,I) azurins were recorded at X-band (9.5
GHz) (Table 2, Fig. S6). The C112D protein displays spin parameters characteristic of type
2 copper5. Previously reported superhyperfine coupling to 14N is visible as unresolved
broadening in the perpendicular region of the spectrum. The C112D/M121X (X=L,F,I)
proteins differ markedly from C112D, with elevated gz and decreased A‖ values. Such spin
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parameters are typical for tetrahedral Cu(II) complexes5. Despite narrow linewidths,
C112D/M121X (X=L,F,I) derivatives appear not to exhibit superhyperfine structure in their
EPR spectra, suggesting diminished coupling of the unpaired electron to the ligating
imidazole nitrogens in each case.
The g⊥ anisotropy is given by18:
(1)
Factors affecting Rg include splitting between dxz and dyz, , differences in the orbital
reduction factors, and mixing of dz2 into the Cu(II) ground state19. C112D/M121L displays
the largest g⊥ anisotropy, followed by C112D/M121I and C112D/M121F.
The following expressions for g values apply to Cu(II) in a distorted tetrahedral ligand
field20:
(2a)
(2b)
(2c)
where Δgi is the difference between observed g values and the free electron ge = 2.0023, Δdi
is the energy difference between ground and excited states formed by transitions to orbital
3di, λ is the Cu(II) spin-orbit coupling constant (taken to be −830 cm−1), and κi represents
the orbital reduction factor along axis i. This latter parameter provides a metric of Cu(II)
character in the ground state. These expressions also hold for distorted Oh, 3dx2−y2 ground
state systems, although Δdi terms are exchanged for Δgx and Δgy.
Assuming a perturbed D4h geometry for the C112D protein, a κ of ~0.78 is in agreement
with the band at ~750 nm in the absorption spectrum (Fig. S7). Calculated LF splittings
based on assignment of the corresponding bands in the spectra of the C112D/M121X
(X=L,F,I) proteins as dx2−y2 to dxy transitions are in accord with experiment only if κ is near
0.85, which is consistent with the disappearance of superhyperfine broadening on going
from the C112D protein to the double mutants. The LF transitions in C112D/M121F and
C112D/M121I azurins should be lower in energy than in C112D/M121L, contrary to
observation. However, as shown in the case of IrCl6 2–21,22, mixing of ligand orbitals into
the metal ground state leads to angular momentum quenching and in turn a decrease in the
orbital reduction factor. The shortening of the Cu(II)-O(G45) bond increases oxygen 2p
mixing into the ground state, which would lead to a smaller κ in C112D/M121L azurin
relative to the C112D/M121F and C112D/M121I proteins. Differences in covalency
predicted by the Δκ of ~0.05 going from C112D to the double mutants and Δκ ~0.01
between C112D/M121L and C112D/M121F,I are likely to be small, in accord with the lack
of substantial change in the ~8987 eV XANES shakedown transition.
The axial hyperfine splitting arises from Fermi contact, spin dipolar, and orbital dipolar
terms. Mixing of 4pz into the electronic ground state of tetrahedral Cu(II) sites decreases the
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spin dipolar term, leading to smaller axial hyperfine splittings. In the absence of polarized
single crystal XAS we cannot definitively assign the ~8979 eV feature to a transition to a
specific 4p orbital. The lack of correlation between ~8979 eV intensity and the A‖ values
suggests that other mechanisms account for the diversity among the azurins. Differing g⊥
anisotropies indicate varying degrees of dz2 mixing, possibly attributable to a low-lying LF
excited state in each of the proteins.
Electron Transfer
We measured the Cu(II) reduction potentials of C112D/M121I and C112D/M121F azurins
at pH 7.0 by direct electrochemistry on self-assembled monolayer (SAM) modified
monocrystalline gold bead electrodes (Figure S8). From both cyclic voltammetry (CV) and
square wave voltammetry (SWV), the potential of C112D/M121I is 310 mV vs NHE
(Figure S9). For C112D/M121F, which couples poorly to the electrode, the SWV Cu(II)
reduction potential also is 310 mV.
CV experiments using SAM-modified gold bead electrodes afford not only reduction
potentials but also electron transfer (ET) rates23. Cu(II/I)-electrode ET rates (ΔG° = 0) were
calculated for C112D, C112D/M121L, and C112D/M121I for several SAM chain lengths
(Figure 4). We were not able to determine ET rates for the C112D/M121F protein (weak CV
signals). Importantly, the copper centers of C112D/M121L and C112D/M121I exhibit
enhanced ET reactivities relative to that of C112D, consistent with the lower Cu(II/I)
reorganization associated with a sterically constrained active site16.
Discussion
Type zero copper proteins display marked similarities to their type 1 counterparts, most
especially in the striking resemblance of the F114-D112-N47 hydrogen bond network of
C112D/M121L to that found in the sterically constrained native state16,24. The intensity of
the 1s to 3d XAS transition and the narrow axial hyperfine splitting in EPR spectra are type
1 properties, while the absence of intense visible LMCT is a hallmark of type 2 proteins.
Type zero copper features a relatively short Cu(II)-O(G45) bond as part of near tetrahedral
coordination with accompanying narrow axial hyperfine splittings and relatively high
reduction potentials. We suggest that 4p mixing accounts for much of the decreased axial
hyperfine splitting relative to type 2 copper; and we conclude that the electronic ground state
of type zero copper is Cu 3dxy coupled to a low-lying, dz2-based excited state.
Copper proteins have received much attention recently as components of fuel cells based on
biological materials25–28. Many of these studies have evaluated the efficacy of dioxygen
reduction by multicopper oxidases as cathodes in such devices. Microscopic reversibility
suggests that tuning reduction potentials in engineered multicopper oxidases could facilitate
the oxidation of water to dioxygen. Such systems would be susceptible to irreversible
deactivation of catalytic activity by oxidation of cysteine in their type 1 copper centers. Type
zero copper, with enhanced ET reactivity relative to type 2 copper, offers a very promising
alternative if reduction potentials in the 1 V range can be achieved.
Materials and Methods
Crystallography
Crystal growth procedures are available as supplementary information. All X-ray diffraction
experiments were carried out at the Caltech Molecular Observatory. Crystals were removed
from wells and incubated in a cryoprotectant solution consisting of 30% ethylene glycol,
25% PEG 4000, 100 mM lithium nitrate, 10 mM copper sulfate, and 100 mM tris pH 7.0 for
several minutes. During this time the large crystals under a 100 K nitrogen cryostream. 1.54
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Å X-rays were generated using a Rigaku rotating anode source. Oscillation images were
recorded following determination of crystal parameters in a manner to maximize
completeness of the data sets. Images were recorded on a Rigaku Raxis IV++ detector
operated with CRYSTALCLEAR.
Reflections were integrated and processed using iMOSFLM29. Data were scaled and
merged using SCALA30. Structures were solved by the method of molecular replacement as
implemented in program MOLREP12 using the 2.4 Å structure of azurin C112D (PDBID:
1AG0) as a search model. The MOLREP output was then used for model building with
ARP/wARP31, with a single coordinate randomization included to alleviate any possible
model bias. Maximum likelihood restrained refinement was carried out using program
REFMAC512.
Electronic Absorption Spectroscopy
Samples for UV/VIS spectra were concentrated to ~2 mM and exchanged into 100 mM
sodium phosphate pH 7.0, with spectra recorded on a HP 8453 diode array
spectrophotometer. Extinction coefficients were determined by titration of apoprotein with
analytically prepared copper(II) sulfate. For NIR measurements, proteins were exchanged
into 100 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0 (uncorrected) in D2O. NIR spectra were recorded on
a Thermo Nicolet 6700 FTIR.
EPR Spectroscopy
Samples for X-band EPR experiments were prepared by exchanging concentrated (~2 mM)
protein into 100 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0 containing 38% glycerol. Samples were
glassed by rapid freezing in liquid nitrogen. X-band data were collected at 77 K on a Bruker
EMX Biospin fitted with a cold finger. EPR spin parameters were simulated using the
SPINCOUNT32 package.
X-ray Spectroscopy
Cu K-edge XAS, including EXAFS data, were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Lightsource at beam line 7-3 under ring condition of 3 GeV and 60–100 mA. A
Si(220) double-crystal monochromator was used for energy selection and a Rh-coated
mirror (set to an energy cutoff of 13 keV) was used for harmonic rejection. Internal energy
calibration was performed by assigning the first inflection point of a Cu foil spectrum to
8980.3 eV. Samples were exchanged into 100 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0 with 38%
glycerol and concentrated to ~3 mM. Proteins were loaded into 2 mm Lucite XAS cells with
38 micron Kapton windows and glassed by rapid immersion in liquid nitrogen. Data were
collected in fluorescence mode (using a Canberra Ge 30-element array detector) with the
sample maintained at 10 K in an Oxford liquid helium flow cryostat. To minimize
photoreduction of Cu(II), the incident beam intensity was attenuated by a factor of ~3 with a
4-layer aluminum Reynolds filter. Data were collected from 8900 to 9694 eV (k = 13.5 Å−1)
to reduce collection time and thus sample photoreduction. Photoreduction was monitored by
following the growth of the 8984 eV preedge feature indicative of Cu(I) formation. Four
scans per spot were deemed to yield acceptably oxidized sample (~20% Cu(I)), with a total
of 16 scans being performed per protein. Scans were averaged and processed using the
MAVE and PROCESS modules of the EXAFSPAK software package33. Background
subtractions were achieved using PYSPLINE34. For XANES analysis, only the first scans
per spot were averaged. XRD coordinates for the azurins were used to generate models for
path calculation by FEFF735,36. Relevant paths were then optimized by least-squares fitting
in the OPT package of EXAFSPAK.
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Electrochemistry
Detailed procedures for SAM-modified monocrystalline gold bead electrode preparation,
azurin immobilization, and electrochemical measurements have been reported
previously22,37. 20 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0 served as the electrolyte for
electrochemical measurements. ET rate constants were obtained by analysis of CV peak
separations38.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. The distorted tetrahedral coordination sphere of C112D/M121X (X=L,F,I) azurins
features a relatively short Cu-O(G45 carbonyl) bond
The Cu(II) binding sites of C112D (a, 1.9 Å, PDBID: 3FQY), C112D/M121L (b, 2.1 Å,
PDBID: 3FPY), C112D/M121F (c, 1.9 Å, PDBID: 3FQ2), and C112D/M121I (d, 1.9 Å,
PDBID: 3FQ1) azurins are displayed with Cu-heteroatom bond distances indicated in Å.
Oxygen atoms are red; nitrogen atoms are blue
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Figure 2. The position of D112 shifts among the proteins, leading to variations in hydrogen
bonding to the carboxylate
Secondary coordination spheres of Cu(II) in C112D (a, 1.9 Å, PDBID: 3FQY), C112D/
M121L (b, 2.1 Å, PDBID: 3FPY), C112D/M121F (c, 1.9 Å, PDBID: 3FQ2), and C112D/
M121I (d, 1.9 Å, PDBID: 3FQ1) azurins are highlighted with bond distances shown in Å for
heteroatoms involved in the hydrogen bonding “rack” network of the wild-type protein.
Oxygen atoms are red; nitrogen atoms are blue.
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Figure 3. XANES of C112D (black) and C112D/M121X (X= L, green; F, orange; I, purple)
azurins with focus on the 8979 eV and 8987 eV pre-edge features
Intensity of the 1s to 3d 8979 eV absorption (highlighted by the bottom-left inset) appears to
correlate with the Cu(II) to G45-O bond distance as shown in the upper left-hand inset. The
first derivative of the absorption spectrum (upper right inset) indicates that the ~8987 eV
“shakedown” energy does not vary within the resolution limits of the instrumentation.
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Figure 4. Cu(II/I)-electrode ET rates obtained for C112D (black), C112D/M121L (green), and
C112D/M121I (purple) azurins from analysis of CV data (Au-SAM electrochemistry)
Type zero azurins demonstrate significant rate enhancement relative to the type 2 C112D
protein.
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Figure 5.
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Figure 6.
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Figure 7.
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Figure 8.
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Table 1
Electronic absorption data.
LF λmax LF εmax LMCT ε310
C112D10 754 nm 97 M−1cm−1 1950 M−1cm−1
C112D/M121L 798(2) 96(1) 1650(20)
C112D/M121I 789(2) 99(5) 2000(30)
C112D/M121F 789(2) 90(10) 1450(20)
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